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±I. INTRODUCTION
The city of Washington, D. C v completed, in the fall of
1907, the construction of one of the largest solid masonry arch
bridges constructed up to that time. The bridge which is a
quart 3r of a mile in length, and one hundred and fifty feet above
thi bottom of the gorge
,
co3t nearly $1,000,000.00. The design,
made by George S, Morrison, M. Am.Goc.C. 2. , was one of five
competitive plans submitted to the Commisioners of the District
of Columbia in 1897. The purpose of the new bridge was to provide
for street trafic, including two lines of 3treet railway.
The bridge as built, consists of one 82-foot full-
centered arch at each end with five 150-foot full centered arches
between, and i3 located at the point where Connecticut Avenue
crosses Rock Creek. Connecticut Avenue extends from near the
Executive Mansion through the National Park and the finest
residence district of Washington to the limits of the District.
The topographical conditions at the site are such as to make the
bridge very conspicuous and so warrant a considerable expenditure
of time and money in securing good proportions, type>and 3tyle.
Plate I shows a profile and plan of the site and al3o
an elevation of the Masonry Arch Viaduct as built. There are
three streets, crossing under the bridge as noted on the profile.
The dotted line shows the upper surface of hard rock, where a firm
bed for the pier3 is ohtained.
It is proposed in this thesis to make an alternative
design for the same crossing and compare the two designs.
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2II. TYPE OF STRUCTURE
The type selected is a concrete encased steel girder
bridge, with concrete pier3. Some of the advantages of this style,
under existing local conditions, are; its adaptability to
architectural treatment; its ease and low cost of erection, no
false work being required; its durability and its comparative
cheapness. The overall dimensions are the same a3 those of the
bridge built. The roadway is 35 feet in width with an 8-foot
walk on each 3ide. The total length, including the abutments, is
1£41 feet.
The floor which is reinforced concrete is covered with
12 inches of well compacted earth, 2 inches of sand, and a wood
block pavement. Due precaution, which is described in detail
later, is taken to prevent wat3r from penetrating the concrete.
The eatth cushion was mads necessary by the use of railway ties,
but serves a useful purpose in absorbing impact and gives elas-
ticity to the pavement. Curtain wall3 are used to give the viaduct
a more substantial and imposing appearance.
III. ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
The two principles which bear most upon the architectural
features are simplicity and uniformity. These features not only
give a quiet dignity to the structure, but greatly reduce the
time and co3t of erection. Simplicity allows the concrete forms
to be made strong, durable, and inelastic; and uniformity allows
them to be used on succeeding spans. The curtain wall3 are made

3segmental rather than elliptical as the latter gives a structure
an appearance of weakness,
IV. SPECIFICATIONS
The specifications governing the design are taken from
present day practice. No impact stresses are figured as the
earth cushion absorbs practically all of the shock. The loads,
allowable stresses, and concrete proportions are, for convenience,
given in Tables I, II, and III. All stresses and details of
design not definitely stated in these tables are according to
"Ostrup's Standard Specificat ions'*
.
Table I. Allowable Stresses.
Character Pounds per square inct
Compression of concrete in flexure
Compression of concrete in flexure ov
Shear in plain concrete
Bearing of plates on concrete
Tension of steel in flexure
Bond between steel and deformed bar.
Bond between steel and plain bars
600
er supports 700
40
600
16000
150
80
Table II. Loadings
Character Pounds per cubic foot
Dead Load
height of concrete
Weight of pavement
Weight of earth fill
150
50
100

4Live Load
100 pound par square foot of aide walk and street surface
1,000 pound per lineal foot on each car track
Local concentration: two a3h cars on one track and two
street cars on the other.
Mi
I
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Table III. Concrete Proportions
Part of structure Parts cement sand stone
Floor system 1 2 4
Footings 1 3 6
Piers 1 3 6
Wall3 1 3 6
Railings and Posts 1 4
V. SELECTION OF SPAN LENGTH
The selection of the span length is chiefly an
economic proposition, but ease of shipping and handling the
girders must be given due consideration. In calculating the
weights of girders, access was had to actual weights of
girders for 90, 100, and 110-foot spans, but the .veights of
the 120-foot girders were calculated by the use of formulae.
Before beginning the calculations, the number of
girders to the 3pan must be assumed and is taken as five,
this gives a spacing of l2»-9««. The tabulated calculations
follow:

5Loading;
Dead load, Floor 150 lb. per sq. ft.
Earth CushionlOO lb. per sq. ft.
Pavement 5Q lb. per sq. ft.
Total JOQ ^tb. par sq. ft.
Live load,. 100 lb. per aq. ft.
Total load, 400 lb. per sq. ft.
The totaa load ia 400x13 5 200 lb. per lin. ft. of span, which
is equivalent to E 40 Loading, the three intermediate girders
will be figured as E 40 and the outer ones as E 30.
Average cost of piers;
Dimensions Average height 120 ft.
Top of pier 6X52 ft.
Bottom of pier 16X62 ft.
Volume
;
^E5|^6x62 xl2o= 2 900 cu. yds.
2 900 cu. yd. at $8.00=$33,300.00 per pier
The class of girder loading and the co3t of a pier
having been determined comparative costs of the complete
structure U3ing spans of different lengths can be determined.
The tabulated computations are:
Span 90 ft. 100 ft, 110 ft. 120 ft
Wt. of 3 E 40 girders
Wt. of 2 E 30 girders
Total wt
.
per span
Number of spans
Total wt
. of steel
Cost at 4^ par lb.
Number of pier3
Total cost of paers
Total cost
142 0001b
84 000
.170 0001b,
99 000
208 0001b.
124 500
238 0001b.
140 000
226 000
14
3280 000*
{131 200
13.5
} 313 000
269 000
13
3490 000
$139 600
12
|278 000
333 000
11.8
3940 000
$157 600
10.8
|250 000
378 000
10.8
4082 000
$163 200
9.8
1329 000 .
$444 300 |417 600 $407 600 |389 200
Thi3 shows that the 110-foot span is $10 000 cheaper,
and that the 130-foot 3pan is $28 400 cheaper than the 100-foot

6but considering the difficulty of shipping the longer girders,
the increased difficulty of erection and the increase in -»- v
co3t of the curtain walls, the 100-foot spans will be U3ed.
In beginning this calculation it was assumed that
five lines of girders would be used. A comparison between
four and five lines will now be made. Using four lines, the
spacing will be 17 feet and the load will be 400x17=6 800 pounds
r»sr linear foot of girder. The intermediate girders will now be
figured as E 50 and the outer ones as E 40.
Wt. of two E 50 girders 100ft. span 133 600 lb.
ft, of two E 40 girders 100ft. span 113 300 lb .
Total wt. per span of 100 ft. 236 800 lb.
Cost at 4:<p per lb. $9 473.00
Total wt. per span with five girders 269 000 lb.
0o3t at 4£ per lb. $10 760.00
Difference in favor of four lines $1 288.00
According to calculations in Tyrrell's "Concrete
Bridges and Culvert
s
tt
,
the increase in the cost of a reinforced
concrete slab floor of 17 ft. span over that of 13 ft. span is
30^ par square foot. This would be $1,500.00 per 3pan in favor
of the five line3 of girders, which a little more than offsets
the increased cost of the steel. In addition
T
the floor system
will be much more rigid with the closer spacing and the form
building will be simpler, so that five lines of girderw will
be used.
VI. DESIGN
Art. 1. Floor System
The floor system, which is to carry two lines of
tracks, wiii be designed to carry the ash car, Fig. 1, on one

track and a heavy at rest car, Fig. 2, on th3 other.
o
o
iftl *0
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Fig. I. Rsh Cor Loading. Fig 2. S-treef Cot Loading
It will be assumed that the ti93, track, earth cushion,
and lateral reinforcing in the concrete will distribute the
truck load over an area of ten feat square. This will give a
load of 500 pounds per square foot for the ash car and 300 pounds
per square foot for the street car. One car on each track and
the floor unloaded between the outer girders will give the
maximum negative moment in tha. floor. This will occur over the
center girder. Fig. 3 is a cros3 section of the floor showing
the distribution of the loads under the given assumptions.
,<
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Fig 3. Loading for Maximum Momen~f a~r R 3.
The moments over the center support are -41 750 pound-inches
for dead load and -72 000 pound-inches for live load, making a
total of -113 750 pound-inches. Fig. 4 3how3 the loading to
produce maximum negative moment at the intermediate supports.
Thi3 loading consist 3 of the ash car on one track and a uniform
live load of 100 pounds p9r square foot on the end span3. The
moments at these supports are -62 720 pound-inche3 for dead

8l l joo ib- par it. Lf-. 300*/ft.
dead Lood 3QO lb - Per sq. ft-
R, Rs
F/g 4. Loading for Maximum Moment of Rb-
load and -53 280 pound-inches for live load, making a total of
-116 000 pound-inches. The maximum positive moment in the
intermediate spans i3 producsd by having the a3h car on one
track and a uniform live load on the opposite end span, as
shown in Fig, 5. The point at which the maximum moment occurs
LL. 50O*/ft
1 L. L. /on /(->. par-
Peod Lood 300 Jb. P>er S4 ft.
R, Re
-< ——= >-
R3 R4
Fig. 5 Loading for Maximum Posiiire Moment
is as calculated by differentiating the moment equation and
equating it to zero, 6.5 feet to the right of Rg. The moment
at this point is fZ\ 600 pound-inches for dead load and + 53 760
pound-inches for live load making a total off75 360 pound-inche3.
The maximum positive moment in the end spans occurs undar a
loading as shown in Pig. 5, and the point at which thi3 moment
occurs i3 6.05 feet from the end support. The moment is+47 660
pound-inches for dead load and + 20 020 pound-inches for live
load, making a total of *-67 680 pound-inches.

9The preliminary design of all reinforced concrete
will be made by use of diagrams and will not be noted; but the
final design will be worked out in detail using the formulae
and symbols given in Turneaure and Mauer'3 "Reinforced Concrete
Const ruct ion . The maximum negative moment is -113 750 pound-
inches. Using n as 15, f as 700, and f as 16 000, and r which
c s
is f /f is 22.84,
3
° 2
p=n/(2rnt2r ),
=0.86
k=n/(n+r)
=0.40
From the preliminary design, d is a33umed to be 8"
2
whence, as M=f p j b d , j is calculated to be 0.845 and k,3
which is equal to 3(l-j), is 0.465, showing that d wa3 assumed
too small. If d is Chang . uo 8.83", j is 0.865 and k is 0.405,
which is very close to the true value. Make total depth 11" at
this point which allows about 2" of cement below the reinforce-
ment
.
The bending moment at the intermediate supports i3
-115 500 pound-inches. Assuming d as 8.3", j is calculated to be
0.87 and k is 0.39 which i3 very clo33 to the true value. Make
the total ddptji of concrete at ,this point 10 7/8".
The maximum positive moment in the second span occurs
6.5 feet from the intermediate support and ist75 360 pound-
inches. Using n as 15, f as 600, and f3 as 16 000, r is
calculated to be 25.69 and p i3 0.36 , Assuming a depth of 8.8";
j is # 88 and k is 0,36 which is as it 3hould be. Make the
total depth of concrete at this point 10 7/8".
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The maximum i..om9nt in tha first span is at a point
6.05 feet from the end support and ist67 680 pound-inches.
Assuming a depth of 7. 72", j is 0.38 and k is 0.36, which is
the true value. Make the total depth of concrete at this point
9-3/4". These depths are shown on a cro33 section of the floor
in Fig, 6.
*• (JEyery fhird bar -from -f/oor. *^
—tp <. ^ <- -i i > aV
^f^ery third bar.
Everj third bor.
F,g . 6. Half Cross Section of Floor.
The size and spacing of the steel is as calculated
below:
Over the center support the square inches of steel
required per foot in width is 0,0086x8.83x12=0.91. Using 5/8"
square bars, whose area is 0.391 square inches, this will require
a spacing of (12x0.391) /0. 9 1=5 .15", say 5-1/8" center to center
of bars.
Over the intermediate supports, the square inches of
steel required per foot in width is 0.0086x0.89x12=0.916.
Using 5/8" square bars, whose area is 0.391, this will require
a spacing of (12x0.391)/ 0.916=5.11", say 5-1/8" center to
cantar of bar3.
The percentage of steal to take tha positive moment in
tha second span is less than that to take the negative moment,
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but the same bar3 will be used, 3ee Fig. 6.
The 3quare inches of steel required to take the moment
in the outer spans is 0.00675x12x7.72=0.635, Using 1/2" square
bars, this will require a spacing of (12x0.25)/ 0.625=4.30",
say 4-3/4 " cent3r to center of bars.
The shear at the center support is 1 175 pounds for
dead load and 3 040 pound3 for live load, making a total of 4 815
pounds per foot of width. This will cause a shearing stress of
4 815/(l2xll)=39.7 pounds per square inch. The allowable stress
is 40 pounds per square inch and as the rods will be bent up to
pass over the support, as 3hown in Fig. 6, the shear will be amply
taken care of at this point.
The shear at the intermediate supports is 2 050 pound3
for dead and 2 700 pounds for live load, making a total of
4 750 pounds. This will give a stress of 4 750/(12x10 .875)=36 .5
pounds per square inch, which is within the allowable limits.
Art. 2. Design of Foot Walks.
In the construction of the walk3, provision will be
made for placing electric wiring, telephone cables, gas and water
mains, and miscellaneous conduits under the walk surface. The
walk will consist of a reinforced slab reaching from the curb
to the railing, as 3hown in Fig, 7.
The live load i3 100 pounds per square foot; and as the
depth is assumed to be 5-3/4" from the preliminary design, the
dead load is forty pounds per square foot. The total load is
140 pounds per square foot, giving a moment of 16 320 pound-
inches. If with n=15, f
c
=600, and f3=16 000 then r is 25.69,
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p ia 0.675 and k ia 0.36. With the assumed depth of 3-3/4",
j ia 0.88 and k ia 0.36 as it ahould be. The total depth of
concrete is 5-3/4" as assumed. The square inches of steel
required per foot in width of slab is 0.00675x12x3.75=0.304.
Using 3/8" aquare bar 3 whose area is 0.14 square inches, the
spacing ia (12x0.14)/ 0.304=5.5". The bar3 will be 3paced
5-1/2" center to center. The maximum shearing 3trea3 is
680/(5-3/4xl2)=9 .7 pounds per square inch, which is very small.
.
i --.
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Fig 7 Foo-h Wo/k.
Art. 3. Design of Curtain Walls.
The curtain walls are to be 3wung from the outer
girders a3 shown in Fig. 8. The end of the arch ring at the
fixed end of the girder is to be concreted solidly into the piarr.
The other end i3 to be allowed to move longitudinally with the
expansion of the girder. The length of the upper surface of the
arch ring was calculated to be 106! -6" and it 3 radius 58* -3 9/16 n
Fig. 9 i3 an outline of the curtain wall giving detailed
dimensions
.
is
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Fig 9. Fitch ring. Intermediate Span.
The arch ring will now be investigated for strength.
The angles used in its construction are the minimum size
allowable under the specifications. The area of two angles
3£x2£x5/l6 w=2.94 square inches. The distance between their
centers of gravity is 14-(2x0.74)»12.52" . Neglecting the com-
pression in the concrete, the resisting moment is 2.94xl2.52x
16 000-590 000 pound inches. The bending moment duo to the
weight, where the length i3 11* -6", is 29 000 pound-inches.
Considering the arch as being supported at the crown and at the
ends against the force of the wind, the bending moment i3,
227 800 pound-inche3. This was figured with a wind force of
50 pounds per square foot
. It is readily seen that the bending
moments, although about different axe3, are 30 much smaller than
the resisting moment that detail calculations are unnecessary,
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and the small angles are sufficiently strong. Fig. 10 shows
the steel construction of the curtain wall.
vver -flange erf girder-
Fig JO. Detail of stee
Deiail. Movable, ertd. of arch,
o-f Ccrta/n Wall-
Art. 4. Railing,
The design of the railing is not subject to exact
mathematical calculations, The railing must he able to resist
shocks which cannot be readily estimated in pounds. Modern
practice will be the governing feature in thi3 design. The
railing chosen is a solid wall with panelling which is more in
keeping with the architectural principles of the viaduct than an
open railing, and in addition i3 much mors easily constructed.
Fig. 11 3hoW3 a cross section and an elevation of the railing.
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Art. 5. Design of Girder.
Intermediate girders, Intermediate span; The center
girder will be designed to carry two ash cars on one track and
two street cars on the other. This loading is 3hown in Fig. 3.
The dead load girder reaction per lineal foot of span is calculat-
ed to be 5" 550 pounds per lineal foot for ten feet of each truck.
This loading is given in Fig, 12.
-££ OOO lbs
1
lio ooo lbs -£6 ooo lbs
Geo* £oar* \ -4 ODO >/b PC/- //S7-
i
\ /3'-& " /o'-o"^^ /A'-o" ^ 'o'-*'*}^ /e'-o"v\ < /S'-O" t /o'-O"^^ /3'-<Z
H
J.48 <S" -J - 4B- <£ "
97—0"
F/g /£. Looct/n^ for Maximum Moment Intermediate G/tder.
The live load, as shown, is placed so as to produce maximum
moment at the center, This moment is 34 150 000 pound inches.
The moment due to the dead load is 57 750 000 pound-inches,
making a total of 91 900 000 pound-inche3.
The economic depth of girder is 97/(0.005x97+0.543$) =
94.5". The depth, back to back of angles, will be taken as 96-J",
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The allowable 3hear in the web is 10 000 pounds per square inch.
Using the maximum end 3hear of 325 000 pounds, as obtained from
the shear diagram Plate II, the required thickness of web is
325 000/(96x10 000)=0.339"; but the web cannot be thinner than
1/160 th of the unsupported depth. Thi3 requires a thickness
of (96 - 16)/160 = 0.8". The web will be 96"x-J". Assuming the
distance between centers of gravity of flanges to be 95.5", the
reguired flange area is 91 900 000/(95.5x16 000)= 57.4 square
inches. One eighth of web area is 6.0 square inches, The net
ar 3a of two 8 nx8"x£ M angles is 22 .88-4(3/4) = 19.88 square inches.
The required net area of cover plates is 57 .4-(6. 0+-19. 88)*31.52
scmare inches. Using 20 inch plates whose net width, (7/8 inch
rivets), is 18", the required thickness of plates is 31.52/18=
1.75". This will require two 5/8-inch and one ^-inch plate.
Fig. 13 shows a cross section of flange. The exact distance
i y"mJL D9 "tW99n centers of gravity of the
The lengths of the cover plates will be as follows:
'57.33
Middle plate; 97i 20.25 =60.6'; make plate 62'-6 w long.
I 57.33
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Bottom plata; 97 = 71.8»; make plats 74'-0"
157.38
The rivet spacing was calculated by the formula,
vxh
s a r, where h is the distance between rivet lines of the
• r r
ixanges, 96 .^-2 (3) 3 * 87 .6",and v bearing of a 7/8-inch rivet in
a 1/2 " web, 10500 pounds. The rivet spacing is shown diagramatic-
ally on Plate III. The compilations and results are shown in
Table I.
Table IV. Rivet Spacing in Flanges.
Sec- D.L. L.L
.
Total Net Area Net Reduced Rivet
tion shear shear 3hear Flange Flange shear Spacirg
lbs. lbs. lbs. 1/8 web Area
sq. in.
lbs. inches
194 000 131 500 325 500 25.88 19.88 250 000 3.68
1 155 200 107 500 262 700 25.88 19,88 202 000 4.55
11.5 148 000 102 000 250 000 25,88 19.88 192 000 4.78
11.5 148 000 102 000 250 000 34.88 28.88 207 000 4,45
17.35 127 000 93 000 220 000 34.88 28.88 182 100 5.05
17.25 127 000 93 000 220 000 46.13 40.13 191 ,200 4.80
2 116 400 90 000 206 400 46.13 40.13 179 800 5,11
28.25 87 000 76 200 162 200 46.13 40.13 141 200 6.50
28.25 87 000 76 200 162 200 57.38 51.38 145 300 6.31
3 77 600 74 000 151 600 57.38 51,38 135 900 6.76
4 40 000 60 000 100 000 57.38 51,38 89 600 10.25
5 000 45 600 45 600 57.38 51.38 40 800 22.48
Lateral Bracing : In designing the lateral bracing, it
will be a33umed that the concrete slab at top of the girders will
take all of the wind stress from the railing, and will hold the
girders rigidly in place at the top. The bracing between the
two outar girders will be designed to resist the force of the
wind on the girders; the wind coming only from one direction.
Although there is no stress to take care of between the inner
girders, bracing consisting of minimum sized angles will be used
to hold the girders firmly in place. According to the specificat-
ions, 3tiffener spacing is determined by the formula, d=64t x

PLATE
E
Shear Diagram.
Intermediate girder. Intermediate spon.
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(12 000/Q). This givo3 a spacing of 43". The spacing will be
made 38 3/4" in all cases except the end 3pace3 which will be
made 42". Fig. 14 shows the stiffener and cross frame spac-
ing which is U38d for all girders of the intermediate spans.
It also gives the stresses and 3izes of members for wind
bracing. #
\J-3.
r r *~ Sum. J~ 3J~« r / • r" r r r r r i-
u
9'
-eld' J
48'- 6"
F/g H. Wind Broc/ngr Infermac/Jpte Spa/7S.
Design of L QIi£: stress - 9 640 lbs. Least 1/r = 120,
'vhence least r=192/120 =1.60" . The smallest angle which has no
rectangular radius of gyration less than is a 6"x6 wx3/8" angle,
70 x 192
A-4.36 and r*1.88. The allowable 3tress is 16 000- =
1.88
8 900 pounds. The angle ha3 a large excess arsa, but must be
U3ed.
Design of L JIj2 : Strsss=+9 600. Try one angle
3£"x3x3/8" which is the minimum size allowable. Net area of
one leg is 1.00-(3/4x3/8) = 0.72 square inches. The angle will
resist a tension of 16 000x0.72= 11 500 pounds, and thus is
sufficient with one leg riveted. A 6"x6"x3/8" must be used for
LgL^ a3 the least l/r govorns, but the minimum 3ized angles may
used for all other bracing.
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Cross Frames : All of the angles of the cross frames
will be of minimum size, as the floor system distributes the
3trs33 to all of the eight cross frames.
Stiffeneres
:
The shear transferred to the flange by ttoe
first stiffener from the support is 214 000 pounds, which the
3tiffener mu3t be able to support, acting as a column.
Fig. 15 is a cross section of a
stiffener and filler plates. Try
two angles 6"x4"x7/l6" . A = 4.10.
r = 1.93. 1=2(14.30+2.96 x4.19+-
3(6.25) 2 = 104.54
Fuj. 15 Crass Sec-r/on erf Sfrffeners r
=
_
|i04.54
I 16.38
= 2.52
The allowable stress is 16 000 - 7-°-g || = 13 500 pounds. The
required area is 214 000/13 500 =15.8 square inches. The total
area of the section i3 16.20, which is very close to the re-
quired area. Since the rivets of the stiffeners are in double
shear, the bearing of the rivet 3 in the web will decide the
number to be used. The allowable bearing of a 7/8" rivet in a
plate is 24 000x^x7/8-10 500 pounds. The number of rivets
required is 214 000/10 500 = 20.4 say 20 rivet 3.
Web Splice : Plates sight feet wide and one half inch
thick can be obtained in lengths up to twenty-five feet.' Thus
the webs of the girders will have to be constructed from four
plates, requiring three splices j but the splices will all be
alike since the web takes the same stress at all points. The
stress taken by the web is 6.0x16 000x95^9 150 000 pound-inches.
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Assuming plat 63 ten inches wide, the distance center to center
of plates is 96.5 - (16 10)-70.5". The 3tre33 in each plate
is 9 150 000/(2x70.5)=65 000 pounds.
working 3tress = 7 Q« 5 /2 X16 000
96.5/2
= 11 700 lbs. per sq. in.
The required net width of plate is 65 000/(11 700x3/4)= 7.4".
Since the net width of 10" platas is 8", they will be used. Jfhe
number of rivets to take the stress in the plat03 is 130 000/
10 500= 12.3 3ay 12 rivets. Fig. 16 show3 the splice and shear
jblates at the web splices.
/6. VYeb 5p/ice. I ntermediaie. Girder.
Bearing ; The maximum end reaction is 325 500 pounds,
using bearing plates 33" long, the necessary width is 325 500/
600x33) = 16.4". Plat03 33"xl8"x3/4" will be U3ed. fhe ©quired
length of five inch rollers is 325 500/(600x5) = 108.5". Six
five-inch rollers 18" long will be U3ed. Fig. 17 shows the
baarmgs at the fixed end of the girders. The bearings at the
movable ends will be the same except that the rollers will be
placed beneath the lower casting.
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Art. 6. Design of Girder.
Qut3r Girder, Intermediate Span: The loading to
produce maximum reaction on the outer girder j.s anown in Fig. 5.
The live load reaction is 640 pounds per lineal foot of girder
and gives a moment of 9 030 000 pound-inches. The dead load
moment, including that produced by the railing and curtain wall*
is 44 045 000 pound-inches, making a total moment of 53 075 000
pound-inches. Assuming an effective depth of 94.5", the required
flange area is 53 075 000/(94.5x16 000) = 35,21 square inches.
Using two angles 6"x6"x5/8", whose net area is 14.22-2(0.37)=
13.48 square inches, the required thickness of 16-inch cover
plates with a net width of 14", is (35. 21-13. 48 )/l4 =1.12"
.
This will require two 9/16-inch plates. The center of gravity
is (14. 22x2. 27+6. 0x3. 56)/37. 18=1. 42" from the back of the angles.
The effective depth is 96.5-.2(l.43-0.53)*94.7", which is very
close to the assumed value.
The lengths of the cover plates are as follows:
Top plate HIq9?^ 3 48.5' ; make plate 50'-6" long.
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Second plate 97 i1.7 . * ,9,4 = 68. 5»; make plate 70'-5" long.
/38.16
The ddad load 3hear at the support, Plate IV, 13
136 000 pounds, and the live load shear is 31 000 pounds, making
a total of 167 000 pounds. The net flangs area at the support
plus one eighth of web is 16.50 square inches. The reduced
shear then is (10.5/16.5) 167 000^106 200pounds. Tne rivet
spacing is (96.5-7.0) 0.6 13x12^)00 = 6<06 « # SincQ this is thQ
106 300
closest spacing required, and i3 above the maximum allowed, the
maximum spacing may be used throughout.
Stiffeners : The reduced shear at the first stiffener
taken from shear diagram Plate IV, is 95 500 pounds. The length
of the stiffener is 96, 5-2 (3/4)= 95 n . The moment of inertia of the
stiffener section, using two 5"x3 l/2 nx3/8 w anfles is 3(7.78 i-
3 . 05x27615 2 . 62XE75"
2
)= 5 7 . 66 .
rJ£L^£ =2.09 Allowable stress is 16 000- ~^§|=13 000
'13.09 2 '09
pounds. The required area is 95 500/13 000-7.55 square inches.
The actual area of the section is much greater than this, but
these angles will be used tc give ample support to the flange.
The web splices will be the same as for the girder previously-
designed. Although the required bearings would be much smaller
for this girder, the same sized rollers and plates will be used
to make all of the girders at the 3ame elevation and of the same
length.
Concrete Encasing: All girders, cro3S frames, and
bracing will be encased in concrete. This coating was not added
to the dead weight in figuring the load on the girders, because
the reinforcing in the covering will make the whole self support-

—F
PLATEW
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.
Vsl. S/xan = 43'- 6"
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ing. This covering is clearly shown in Fig. 18.
F/cj 10 Fhrt Section of Girder Showny Concrete. Encasing.
A horizontal concrote curtain will be placed at the
bottom of the girders to give a more massive effect to the bridge.
To have this curtain bear directly upon the lower flanges of the
girders, twelve and three-quarters feet centers, would require a
curtain of considerable thickness and consequently very heavy.
To obviate this, the curtain will be supported upon structural
members placed at every fourth stiffener, thus occuring at the
cross frames, and acting as their lower member. The span for the
concrete slab is thus 4x58-233 inches. Assuming a depth of 2 1/4
inches, making a total thickness of 3 1/4 inches, the weight per
square foot is 40 pounds. For a portion twelve inches wide, the
bending moment is 5 850 pound-inche3. Using the assumed depth,
2 is calculated to be 0.883, and k is 0.352 which is very close
to the trus value. The required area of steel per foot of width
is 2.25x12x0.00675=0.182. Using £-inch round bars, the area of
steel per foot of width is 0.196 square inches. These bars will
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be U3Qd in the curtain construction.
The curtain load upon the structural members which
reach from girder to girder is 40x9.75«380 pounds per lineal
foot of member. The bending moment is 92 800 pound-inches, and
the required section modulus is 92 800/16 000=5.8. The lightest
member which fills the requirements is a 7-inch 9.75 pound
channel, which has a section modulus of 6.0, and will be used.
Art. 7. Design of Girder.
Intermediate Girder, End Span: To have good propor-
tions in a viaduct, the end spans should be somewhat shorter
than the center ones. It is also advisable, for the same
reasons, that a horizontal line drawn through the spring line
of the arches should intersect the ground profile and the spring
line of the end arch in about the same point. Of course the
profile at each end of the viaduct are not exactly the same, nor
even so at the opposite sides at the same end, but for this
viaduct and end span of seventy feet seems to be about the
correct length to satisfy as nearly as possible the requirements
stated.
The usual length of bearing plates for girders of
seventy feet is 23", which will be used here, making the overall
length of the girder 73* -10". The loading which is the same as
for the intermediate spans, is shown in Fig, 19, The loads as
placed give the maximum moment at the center.
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The dead load moment is 30 000 000 pound-inches, and
the live load moment is 23 100 000 pound-inches, making a total
moment of 53 100 000 pound-inches. The economic depth of the
girder is 70A0. 005x70+0. 543)=78. 5" . The distance back to back
of angles will be made 78-^inches. The required thickness of web
i3 272 100/(10 000x78;= 0.348", but must not be less than 1/160
(78. 5-12):: 0.415". The web win be made 78"x3/8". The end shear,
272 100 pounds, i3 taken from the shear diagram, Plate V.
Assuming an effective depth of 77", the required flange area is
53 100 00/(77x16 000)=43.0 square inches. The net area of two
6"x6"x3/4" angles is 15.38 square inches, and 1/8 of the web is
3.65 square inches making a required thickness of cover plates,
using 16-inch plates with a net width of 14", of (43 .0-(15 .38+
3,65))/l4=1.71". This will require one 5/8inch and two 9/16-
inch plates, whose total thickness is 1.74". The effective depth
of this section is 78. 5-((l6. 88x2.65+3.65x3. 8)/58.03)^77 .4",
which is very near to the assumed value.
The lengths of the cover plates are:
Top plate 70r
8
*^
5
s51.2'; make plate 33«-0" long.

PLATE UT
Sheaf Diagram.
^ Ttrt-ermed/ate girder End Span.
Tenth Points.
#g Span = 3 5' - O"
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Middle plate 7o(^H = 43 .3 • : make plate 45»-0" long,
143.41
(24 4Q a 52. 5' ; make plate 54 -C" long.
This rivet spacing is computed and shown in Table II and is
plotted in Plate VI.
Table V. Rivet Spacing in Flanges.
Sec-
tion
Total
Shear
lbs.
Net Area
Flange
1/8 Web
•
. :i n .
Reduced
Shear
lbs.
Rivet
Spacing
inches
,
'
, 222 000 3,28
1 208 500 15.38 168 200 4.51
7.75 201 800 15.38 162 900 4.68
7.75 201 800 23.14 176 000 4,30
12.5 168 000 23.14 145 300 5,21
12,5 168 000 31.01 150 000 5.05
2 153 100 31.01 137 900 5.53
18.25 124 500 31,01 111 200 6.76
18.25 124 500 39,76 114 000 6.65
3 108 500 39.76 99 200 7.65
4 59 000 39.76 54 000 14.02
5 27 500 39.76 25 200 30.50
The spacing of these stiffeners is 3/8x64(12 000/10 000)
s40.8 H
. The spacing will be made 42", thus making twenty equal
spaces. The dimensions for the wind bracing and cross frame
|
spacing are shown in Fig. 20.
L L. L L. I_ L L __L__ L L
"4
'/f- S 0/3/7.
F ig
.
£0. Wind 3 roc/ng End- Spans.

5 to /£ *20 3a 3£
Ho/f of /engfh of girder in feer.
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Referring to the design of the bracing of the inter-
mediate spans, it is readily seen tha the least radius of
gyration will govern the design of the compression members, and
the tension members may be minimum sized angles, Jj'or com-
pression members the least r is 174 .5/120-1 .45 . This will require
a 6"x6"x3/8" angle whose least rectangular r is i.bd".
The shear transferred to tha flange by the first
stiffener is 195 000 pounds as shown on the shear diagram, PlateV.
Try two 5"x3 l/2"xl/2" angles. A=4.0 sq. in. each.
I» 2 (10 .0*4 ,0x^75 + 2 ,62xT57552 )
=77.18
= 2.3"
The allov?able stress is 16 000-( (70x77) /2,5)=13 700
pounds per square inch and the required area is 195 000/13 700-
14,2 square inches. The actual area is 14.55 square inches,
The assumed angles will be used. The number of rivets required
is 195 000/(24 000x3/8x7/8)=24 .8, say 25.
Plates 78 inches wide and 3/8 inches thick may be
obtained in lengths up to thirty-one feet, thus requiring the use
of three plates for the web; one 24-foot plate in the center and
one 24 '-11 "-plate at each end. The moment taken by the web is
3,65x16 000x77.5 = 4 530 000 pound-inches. Assuming splice
plates 8"x3/4" the distance center to center of plates is 78,5-
2(6+4)= 58.5". The working stress in the plates is (58.5/78,5)
16 000 = 11 900 pounds, and the required net width is (4 530 000/
58.5) / (11 900x3/4)= 4,8" The actual net width of plates is
6,0", which is more than necessary, splice plates 8inches wide
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will therefore be used. The number of rivets roquired is
(4 530 000 / 58.5) / 10 500=7.4, say 8 rivets.
Bearings : The maximum and shear is 272 100 pounds, and
using plates 24 inches long, the necessary width is 272 100 /
(24 x 600)=18.9 inches. Plates 24 wx20 wx3/4" will be used. The
required length of rollers i3 272 100 / (600x5)=90,6 n . Five
5-inch rollers 20" long will be used. The general detail of the
bearings is the same as for the intermediate spans and is shown
in Fig. 17.
Art. 8. Design of Girder.
Outer Girder, End Span: The loading on this girder is
the same as on the outer girder, intermediate span, and is 2 140
pounds per lineal foot of girder. The maximum moment i3
39 700 000 pound-inches. Assuming the effective depth to be
77.5", the required flange area is 39 700 000/ (16 000x77.5)*
32.01 square inches. Using two 6"x6 w x-|- M angles, whose net area
is 10.50 square inches, the required thickness of cover plates
is (32.01-10.50-3.65)/l4sl.27 inches, when cover plates are 16
inches wide. Two 5/8-inch plates will be used.
The effective depth is 78 .5-2 « 50*3 - 3gfog
5*5 ' 65
)
Z 77.4*
The lengths of uover plates are:
Top plate 70^ 3|^|| =36.8' ; Make plate 39'-0" long.
Bottom plate 70p
7
-
* 50 » 52.0; make plate 54'-0" long.
31 .65
The reduced shear at the first stiffener is (10.50 /
14.15) 74 800 = 55 500 pounds. The rivet spacing at this point
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is (7 200x71.5) /55 500=9.26". Thus the maximum spacing of 6"
may be used throughout. The shear of 74 800 pounds was obtained
from the shear diagram, Plate VII.
Stiffener : The length of stiffeners is 78.5"-2(£) =
77.5". Try two 4"x4"x3/8" angles. A is 2(2.49)s4.98 square
inches
.
1= 2(3. 96*2. 49x1. 96\ 1.5x0. 43)
=29.14
29.14
8.52
= 1.84"
The allowable stress is 16 000-((70x77.5)/l.84)»13 000 pounds per
square inch. The required area is 55 500/13 000*4.26 square
inches. The actual area is much larger than the required area
but these angles will be used since smaller angles would not
give sufficient support to the flanges.
The web splices will be the same as for the inter-
mediate girders of the end spans. The bearings would not have
to be large, but will be made so to make the girders all of the
same height and overall dimension.
The dimensions of the curtain wall for the end spans
will be different from those of the center spans, and are as
shown in Fig. 21,
Art. 9. Piers.
Although the forces acting upon the piers could be
fairly accurately computed, the minimum size of the pier is so
restricted by the bearing plates of the girders and the width
of the bridge that when the pier is made of sufficient size to
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meet these requirements it is well on the side of safety as far
as stresses are concerned. Of course the size at the base de-
pends somewhat upon the foundations conditions; but since these
pier 3 are to be built upon solid rock and are of such height
that the batter will necessarily give large bases, this con-
dition will not affect the design of the piers. The width of
the largest bearing plates used is twenty inches, thus making
the minimum width 51 l -0 t,+ 2 (l0' )=52'-8". They will be made 55' -0"
to allow a portion of them to be built up to the top of the rail-
ing to accomodate lamp posts and to keep from view the necessary
opening bdtween the girders. Piers six feet thick at the top
would accomodate the bearing plates, but 3ince the piers are so
tall, being 120 feet in the clear at the center of the viaduct,
they would appear frail and spindling. To obviate this appear-
ance, all of the central and taller piers will be made ten feet
thick at the spring line of the curtain wall. They will be
given a batter of one foot in twenty-four feet. To still further
lessen the apparent slenderness of the piers, horizontal
rustications will be added as shown in Fig. 22. Large openings,
also shown by Fig. 22, will be made through the piers to lessen
the amount of concrete and to give a more pleasing appearance to
the viaduct when viewed from a diagonal direction. Details of
the joints in the street floor, railing, and foot walk3 are
shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25 respectively.
To prevent temperature cracks on the surface of the
piers, a network of l/4-inch round bars spaced 12 inches on
centers will be placed 1-1/2 inches from the surface.
—h
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Art
. 10 . Abut merit s
.
The roadway at the abutments is 59 feet above a bed of
soft rock which lies just beneath the surface, thus requiring a
very high abutment. In 1903, Mr. Torrence made several com-
parative designs of high abutments for the Illinois Central
bridge at Cairo, and found that the T-abutment was the most
economical, though the U-abutment was but little more expensive.
The U-abutment will be used for this viaduct because of the
great width of roadway and also on account of architectural
considerations. The 3ide walls will be constructed as reinforced
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concrete retaining walls with horizontal tie rods, and will be
fastened to the ends of the abutment a. The abutment proper will
act as a retaining wall for the earth fill and also as a support
for the ends of the girders. The girders will aid somewhat in
resisting the overturning effect of the fill; but this resist-
ance is comparatively small and not readily computed. The
resistance of the girders will not be considered in the design
except in that it gives an additional factor of safety. In
calculating the pressure of the earth fill, Coulomb's formula
E £(wh' tani (45-^)will be U3ed to obtain the total pressure;
and this will be considered as acting horizontally at a point
above the base of one third of the total height. The angle of
repose 4 will be taken as 35 degrees.
For the part of the abutment above the bearing plates
of the girders, see Pig. 26, E is £xl00x(8.5) 2x(0.577)2= 985
pounds per foot of width. The maximum bending moment is
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985x2 ,83xl2s33 500 pound- inches . Assuming a depth of concrete
of 5.45 inches, j is found to be 0.88 and k is 0.36 which is the
true value, see page 9. The total thickness of concrete at this
point will be made 7 inches.
The total earth pressure behind the wall is £xl00x
2 2
(56.5) x (0.502) s43 500 pounds. The bending moment at the foot
of the vertical wall is 43 500x16 .83x12 = 8 755 000 pound-inches.
The girder reaction per foot of abutment is 30 200 pounds.
This lessens the bending moment' due to the fill by an amount
equal to 30 200x37 * 935 000 pound-inches . The 37 inches is the
distance the vertical force of the girder reaction is from the
point of zero stress in the foot of the vertical wall. The net
bending moment is 7 800 000 pound-inches. Assuming a depth of
82.5 inches, j is found to be 0.881 and k is 0,357 which is very
close to the true value of 0.36. The total depth of concrete
at this point wilx be made 7 feet. Vertical bars 3/4 " square
on 12" centers will bo placed two inches from the face of the
wall to take the tension produced by the girders resisting the
overturning effect of the abutments. The moment in the cantilevei:
arm under the fill is 72 000x6x12 = 5 190 uOO pound-inches.
Assuming a depth of 67.4 inches, j is found to be 0.88 and k is
0.36 which is the true value. The total thickness of concrete
will bemade 69 inches. The ends of footings will be made two
feet, 3ee Fig. 26.
The weight of the wall, assuming the dimensions of the
right footing, which are to be calculated later, to be shown in
Fig. 26, is calculated to be 45 680 pounds per lineal foot.
The resultant of this force and the weight of the earth on the
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back footing is 117 680 pounds and act3 13,5 feet from the outer
point of the footing, ^ig. 27.
Z7(a)
fTTTTTTn-T-i-.
— Z7&
27(d)
27(e)
F/g £7. Section of fibcrfme/rt show/rig
Forces-
Q.oTb/i
I.GTon.
The stresses on the foundation, produc by the forces,
shown in Fig. 27, acting separately are:
The weight of the wall, fill on the footing, and the girder
reaction; 148 880 / 22,5 = 9 750 pounds. Fig. 27(a).
The eccentricity of the resultant of the weight of the
wall and fill on the footing; S*Mc /lS*117 680x2,25x0.0118
S*4 225 pounds. See Fig. 27 (b).
The eccentricity of the girder reaction; S 30 200x2,5x
0.0118. Ss890 pounds. See Fig. 27(c).
The force of the earth pressure; S=818 000x0.0118
S*9 660 pounds. See Fig. 27(d).
The resultant foundation pressure is shown in Fig. 27.
The outer footing can now be designed, knowing the
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pressure on its lower aide. The resultant pressure is 41 800
pounds and acts at a point 1,8 feet from the vertical wail.
The bending momsnt is 41 800x1.8x12= 905 000 pound-inches.
Assuming a depth of 28.15 inches, j is found to be 0.88 and k is
0.36 which is the true value. Tne total depth of concrete at
this point is 30 inches.
Bars finches in diameter and IS inches apart will be
placed horizontally two inches from the outside surface to
prevent temperature cracks.
Art. 11. Retaining Walls.
The retaining walls will be securely fastened to the
abutments at one end, and the thrust of the earth taken by
horizontal tie rods; thus requiring a very small footing. The
wall will consist of vertical buttresses, ten feet apart, to
which the tie rods are attached and which support the wall
holding back the earth fill. The earth pressure diagram result-
ant pressures, and tie rod forces are shown in Fig. 28. In this
figure are shown, also, the moments in the vertical beams.
Each buttress was designed as a continuous beam
supported by the tie rods, located as indicated by forces R^, Rg,
R5 , R4 and R& , The slab which restrains the fill was designed
as a continuous beam supported by five buttresses and the abut-
ment. The moments in the slab, according to specifications,
were taken as -l/10wl2 over the supports and l/10wl 2 between
the supports. The moments in the buttresses were calculated
from force diagram Fig. 28. These calculations, as well as
those for the depths of concrete at various points, will be
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omitted, and the results indicated in Fig. 29.
R, 6 /40
oc Ihm.
M =
-73S 3oo lbi'
t R3 112 aoo
3*
Af= - £ £30000 lbj/7.
(Vf; 4- 3 Oj}<? OOO /b.//7
R4
I*= £ /96 000 lb//7
Mz + 3 000 000 /£> /*>
F/f.£3. Show/nj Forces acting on Buttress.
Using methods and allowable stresses as shown on page
9, the required thickness of the buttress at the supports and
between the supports was calculated. These values are shown
in Pig. 29 in parentheses. The walls as designed, Fig. 29,
gives an excess thickness at some points, but was made so to
avoid difficult form building and giving an unsightly appearance.
The maximum shear in the buttresses occurs at the lower tie rod3
and is 113 000 pounds. This will give a stress of 113 000/36x36=
87 pounds per square inch. The concrete will take 40 pounds per
is
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square inch, leaving 47 pounds per square inch to be taken by
the bent up rods. The wall to hold back the earth fill is
"1
l
... r n
Fig £3- Rc+otntng Walt. r- *•-<>'—
>
shown in Fig. 29. The required thicknesses at various points
is shown in parentheses at the points for which they were
figured. The required area of tie rods for the various points
are:
\ 6 140/16 000 r 0.38 sq. in. Use 4-1" bars.
R2 56 660/16 000 = 3.54 sq. in. Use 4-1" bars.
R
3 112 800/16 000= 7.05 sq. in. Use 8-1" bars.
R4 212 200/16 000=13.28 sq. in. Use 14-1" bars.
At Rj_ and R2 an excess of steel is used to allow for
the force of the wind on the railing and for shocks which may
occur at the street surface. These bars will be encased in
concrete as shown in Pig. 29. To avoid undue stresses in the
rods spanning the fifty feet from wall to wall, by sagging,
three vertical supports will be placed as shown in Fig. 30,
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Art . 12 . Pavement
.
The street surface is to be paved with wood block.
Wood block pavements are noiseless, durable, and are light
which is a great advantage in bridge construction. Many of
the disadvantages of the wood block pavement do not apply to
viaduct construction; such as odor and bleeding of the blocks
as there are no residences close at hand. After many years
experience with wood block pavements in New York, Mr. Samuel
Whinery of New York city recommends the disuse of asphalt filler
because of the obnoxious odor and the injurious effect upon
being carried into nearby residences and stores, and recommends
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as a substitute a fine sand. In viaduct construction, the
objections given by Mr. Whinery are not so serious, and as the
surface should be as impervious as possible to prevent water
from reaching the concrete, an asphaltic filler will be used on
this viaduct.
The block will be Long Leaf Yellow Pine four inches
square in cross section, and five inches long. They are to be
treated with creosote oil and must contain sixteen pounds of per
cubic foot of block. The specifications for the oil and method
of application are to be according to Specifications in use in
the city of Chicago.
Expansion joints one inch wide will be placed along
the curb, and three-eights inch transverse joints every twenty-
five feet. These joints are to filled with an asphaltic mastic.
The finished surface is to be covered with a quarter inch of
torpedo sand. The crown of the surface will be made six inches,
which for a thirty-five foor pavement is very small, but is made
so to reduce the slipper iness, and is not objectionable as the
6 form - Water Inlet.
'.
'
vs.
To r>ro/a /n p/Cr.
Weep holes,
F/9 31 5tc>r™ "**er m/ef- and „eep hotes.
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water i3 allowed to escape from the surface at intakes one-
hundred feet apart . The gutter will have a slope of two inches
from the center of each span to the intakes at the piers.
Fig. 31 shows the construction of the inlets.
Art. 13. Water-proofing.
The entire surface of the concrete floor, including
the portion beneath the foot walks, will be covered with five
layers of burlap. The concrete surface, which has been
thoroughly cleaned, and each layer of burlap are to be given a
heavy coating of hot tar. The burlap must extend upward on the
railing at the sides a distance of twelve inches, and up on the
curb to the street surface. Weep holes as shown in Fig. 31 will
be placed over the piers to allow any moisture or accumulated
water to pass out.
VII. Estimate of Cost.
In estimating the cost of the viaduct, the aim will
be to apply as nearly as possible present day prices to the
existing conditions. There is a rock quarry five-hundred feet
from one end of the bridge, which greatly lessens the cost of
the concrete. According to data in the Engineering Contracting
magazine for May 22, 1907, the cost of placing concrete in the
masonry viaduct as built was as follows:
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Table VI.
Cost of Mass Concrete
.
Propor-
t
ions Cement
Sand
Stone Mixing
Placing
Erect-
ing
Forms Taking
down
Forms
uQ
.a
tA
Total
1:5:6 1 .40 .42 1.25 .11 .36 0.77 0.25 0.64 5.18 Hollow Piers .
1:2:4 1 .65 .39 1.C8 .09 .21 .17 .05 .16 3.80 Arches
.
1:3:6 1 .40 .42 1 .23 0.C9 .18 .17 .05 0.16 3.70 Solid Piers
.
1:5:6 1 .40 .42 1 .23 0.11 .24 0.10 .12 3.65 Abutments
.
In the viaduct as designed there are 28 810 cubic yards
of mass concrete in the piers. This will be figured at $6.50
per cubic yard. This value gives 25 per cent of the cost of
similar work on the solid masonry arch, for sup er int endanc
e
depreciation of machinery, incidentals, and profit to contractor.
There will be an additional percentage due to the decrease in
cost of cement since 1907.
There is 7 159 cubic yards of reinforced concrete in
the floor system, foot walks, abutments, retaining walls, curtain
walls, and steel encasing. This will be figured at $10.00 per
cubic yard.
In the girders there are 1 660 tons of steel which will
be figured at $80 per ton in place.
The total cost of the structure is then computed as
follows:
28 810 cu .yds . of solid concrete @$ 6.50
7 159 cu .yds . of reinforced concrete @$10 .00
1 660 tons of steel @$80 .00
300 000 yds . of earth fill and grade ®$ .15
5 215 sq.yds. of block pavement Cff 2.50
$187,265.00
71,590.00
132,800 .00
45,000 .00
15,037.50
$449,69.2.50
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VIII. Comparison of Costs.
The cost of the solid masonry arch viaduct completed
in 1907 was $850,000 .00. This was $638.85 per lineal foot or
{12.53 per square foot of street and walk surface.
The bridge as designed is estimated at $450,000.00.
This is $535.57 per lineal foot or $65.80 per square foot of
street and walk surface.
The capitalized cost of the tv/o viaducts will now be
compared. The capitalized cost sonsists of the first cost plus
a sum which if placed at compound interest will amount to the
first cost when the viaduct must be robuilt . To do this the
interest rate will be taken at four per cent; the life of the
solid masonry arch taken at one hundred years and the life of
the encased girder design taken as thirty years. The capitalized
cost is figured by the formula s»c where s is the
(l+r) n
_i
capitalized cost, c is the first cost, r is the interest rate
and n is the life of the structure. By this formula, the
capitalized cost of the solid masonry arch is found to be
$923,100 and that of the encased girder viaduct to be $890,500.
This shows that the encased girder viaduct would be
perpetually maintained for $40,000 less than the solid masonry
arch under the assumption that the solid arch would last one
hundred years and the encased girder viaduct thirty years.
In figuring the capitalized cost of the encased girder
viaduct, the fact that the piers would last as long as the solid
masonry arch and thus necessitate the renewal of the super-
structure only, was not taken into consideration. This would
give a slight advantage to the girder viaduct, but since it would
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have to be renewed three tin.es as often and consequently would
be out of commission probably for a year at each renewal, the
advantage is more than balanced. The solid arch has a more
grand, an.i stately appearance and with the small difference in
cost, would probably be used in preference to the encased girder.











